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Inquiriesconcerningthe natureof manandsocietyandprogramsof action
bearingon theirformationand changehave undergonereformationsand
revolutions
whichparallelin sequenceandpurposecontemporaneous
revolts
of architectonic
againstmetaphysicsandprojections
substitutes
forit. Again
and again,the apparentlyendlessproliferationof warringtheoriesabout
being and the natureof thingsand of occurrenceshasled philosophersto
abandonmetaphysicsto investigatehowwe know,hopefulthatknowledge
of mindandknowingmightenablethemto establishprinciplesanduncover
methodsof knowingbeingandwhatis. Whentheirepistemicinvestigations,
in turn,havetraveledmanypathsintomanyregionsof thoughtandfeeling,
it hasseemedplausible,againand again,thatexaminationof whatwe say
anddo mightprovidea key to meaningsandreferencesandto beingsand
existences.
Suchrevolutions
havemarkedoff the turnsof the agessincethe ancient
Greekslaiddownthe patternandestablishedthe vocabularyof cultureand
philosophyin the West.Inquiryconcerningfundamentalquestionsof being
and existence,thoughtandfeeling,actionandexpressionfaces,as a consequence,the necessityto makeinitialandusuallyunexaminedchoiceswhich
determinethe statementandthe examinationof the questions.The choice
of semanticand substantivepresuppositions
may be schematizedin two
dimensions.Perpendicularly
one mightchooseto beginwithbeingsor with
existences,with ideas or with experiences,with symbolsor with actions.
Horizontallyone mightgroundone'schoicesin metaphysicalprinciplesof
things,or in epistemologicalmethodsof criticaljudgment,or in analytical
interpretations
of statementsor processes.
Aristotlemadea characteristic
contributionto the constructionof this
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variable matrix of symbols and significances. He formed a vocabulary of
univocal scientific and philosophicterms by giving wordsin ordinaryusage
strictdefinitionsand by inventingtechnicaltermsor termsof art to transform
the originalambiguityof wordsinto a dynamicstructureof interrelatedterms
and meanings.This vocabularyof univocalwordsenteredinto the languages
of philosophy,science, and policy in the West, but its termsseldom retained
the meaning by which Aristotledefined them or the applicationswith which
he used them, and progressor simple changes in all fields were often announced and developed accompanied either by citation or by refutationof
Aristotle. Changing interpretationsof Aristotle are among the significant
characteristicsby which successive ages in the West may be interpreted.
Perpendicularly Aristotle opted for self-sufficient substances, selfevident first principles, and natural potentialitiesand actions;horizontally
he formulated an architectonic theoretical science of being and of first
principles, an architectonic practicalscience of political and moral actions,
and a productive science which might be put to architectonic uses to order
processesand productsof artisticand mechanicalmaking.Aristotle'stheoretic
science of being, which came to be called metaphysics, related the sciences theoretic, practical, and productive and the arts particularand
universal by their first principles or their commonplaces, but in the inquiries and analysesof his followers and opponentsit ceased to be a science
and became a belief aboutbeing and realitybased on principlesformulated
and reformulatedin antagonisticidealismsand materialismsand disavowed
and refuted in a variety of skepticisms.The forms which arts,sciences, and
culture take are determined by the circumstances,times, and communities
in which they arise and develop, and Aristotle'spracticalscience of politics
accounted for their concurrencesand operations.Aristotlepresentedpolitics
as a singlescienceof humanaction,individualand social,treatedin two parts,
from the perspectiveof the groundsof individualmoralaction in the Ethics
and from the perspective of the grounds of political organization in the
Politics. Its purposewas practical,to lead men to performgood actions,not
theoretic, to discover and demonstrate the final good. In the inquiries and
analysesof his followersand opponentsit ceased to be a practicalscience and
became a theoretic science of the good, or a physicobiological science of
nature and human nature, or a rhetorical art of inducing actions, good or
bad. Aristotle'sproductive science of poetics can be given an architectonic
function since the statement of what is thought to be and the formation of
human associationsand communities may be treated as artificial objects,
products of artsof making. But from the beginning his followers and opponents turned from poetic science and the investigation of form and matter
in art objectsto the rhetoricalart of using wordsto produceeffects in feeling,
conviction, and action.
This is still the vocabularyof discussionand the strategy of action. We
tend to begin with the vocabulary in which questions are formulated and
to dispute concerning significances and applications,and we use rhetorical
arts to secure agreement in the reformulationand revolution of statements
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of questionsand of principles,and in the establishmentof communications
and of communities. We seek to be objective by beginning with what men
say and do ratherthan with presupposedthings groundedin natureor with
alleged facts grounded in knowledge, and we expect natural things and
warranted knowledge to emerge from the reinforcement or resolution of
claims of individuals and groups in opposition. Nature is a product, not a
principle;and the examinationof man and society as disclosedby what men
say and do can take -overthe functions once exercised by metaphysics in
determining the nature of things and the principles of knowledge, morals,
and policy. Men are still formed by the communities in which they are
reared, and communities are still formed by the men who constitute them
and live in them. Justiceand equality are still sought in the relationsof man
and society and in the relationsof men to men and of societies to societies.
The meanings of 'nature'have changed, however, and nature operatesdifferently in processesand in explanations.It is no longer used as a principle
to establishthe 'nature'of man and societyand of justiceand equalityin their
interrelations;insteadthe natureof rightsand duties and of man and society
in general are derived as productsand sequences of what men say, and do,
and make.
From the beginning of Westernphilosophicalspeculation,two theories
of the relations of man and society have developed in opposition and in
mutual adjustment. Plato analogized man and society; the virtues of man
can be discovered writ large in the state, and they form a single mutually
defining whole or a single virtue; the associationsand communities of men
differ only in size, not in nature.Aristotlemade univocaldistinctionsbetween
the virtues of men and the institutionsof societies;he sought a basis for discovering and investigating the 'nature'of man in the nature of his faculties
and in their natural functions and habituations,and the 'nature' of the associationsof men in the naturalrelationsof men to men and of men to things;
the associationsof men form a hierarchy from the household, the simplest
community required for mere living, to the state, the inclusive community
required for living well. The virtues of man, based on his nature, provide
him a second nature;the institutionsof states,based on naturalrelationsof
men and things, constitute a nature prior to the nature of individual men,
which orders the relations of ruling and being ruled; justice is a virtue in
individuals, an order in states, and a bond between individuals and states.
Aristotlebegins his Politics with a refutationof the theory that human
associationsdiffer only in size and in the number of their members as a
preliminary to formulating the theory that their differences are found in
the natureand functionof rulerand ruled in them in orderedsequencefrom
simple autonomousto inclusivefree community.Aristotlebased the simplest
community on two natural relationships,the generation of the immediate
family on the interrelation of male and female, and the formation of the
economy or householdon the interrelationof masterand slave. Two further
relationshipsarisewith productsof these relations,fatherand son, and owner
and property.The relationof male and female in the generationof children
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is a relation of two rational beings, and Aristotle likens it therefore to
'constitutional'rule, that is, the true form of the rule of many called by the
very name of 'polity' or 'constitution'as contrasted to the degraded form
called 'democracy.' The relation of father and son in the education of the
young is a relationin which unformedrationalpotentialitiesare formed and
developed, and is likened therefore to 'royal' rule. The relation of master
to slave in the formation and operation of the household economy is a productive relationshipin which the workerslack by naturethe power to make
decisions concerning their own welfare and that of the community, and it
is likened therefore to 'despotic' rule. The relation of owner to property is
a relation between man and the things he makes, and it operates therefore
in production and use. In the household slaves are animate instrumentsof
action, while property consists of products and inanimate instruments of
production.
Aristotle'sformulationof the naturalrelationswhich underliethe family
and the more inclusive communities, the village and the state, into which
it enters as an element and from which it derives its characteristicsocial
functions, are the source of four doctrinesattributedto Aristotleand almost
unanimously condemned as egregious Aristotelianerrors a conception of
property,of slavery,of youth, and of women. They are all errorsconcerning
the 'nature' of men in social relations.They are misinterpretationsof Aristotle, for they neglect the distinction between the meanings Aristotlegave
to 'nature' in practical and in theoretical sciences, but they are widely accepted interpretationswhich take on characteristicforms in successiveages
and make his distinctionsavailableto frame new interpretationsof man and
society, science and knowledge, and action and statement. Aristotledifferentiated the politicalorderfrom the economic order;he made the economic
self-sufficiency of the householda prerequisiteto the political organization
of the state; and he subordinatedeconomic to political objectives. Politics
later became inseparablefrom economicsin politicaleconomy, and political
theory and history were given new economic forms as theories of property
and production,or of the freedom and rights of men, and as historiesof the
developmentand interactionsof culturesor of the generationof communities
and their acquisition of power.
With these changesin economicsand in its relationto politicsAristotle's
conceptions of the nature of property and of productionbecame egregious
errors,but they providedthe vocabularyfor theirown correction.Like Plato,
Aristotlerecognizedthat existingGreekcities were in realitytwo cities rather
than one, a city of the rich and a city of the poor, and he changed his definition of democracy from the rule of the many to the rule of the poor.
Moreover,he maintained that of all possibleconstitutionsonly two actually
existed,usuallyin mixture,oligarchyand democracy,balancingand opposing
the pursuit of wealth and the pursuit of freedom as ends of the state. He
separated questions of the ownership, production,and use of property. He
argued for private as opposed to common ownership,and he sought criteria
and limitsof productionin use. The determinantrole of use and consumption
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in the householdled him to distinguishthe economicorderof the family from
the political order of the state, and to differentiate property which is an instrument of production from wealth which is accumulated and used for
exchange but not for further production, a distinction which earned him
repeated criticism and refutationfor failure to understandthe productivity
of capital and the justificationof interest.
Locke began his Second Treatise on Civil Government by distinguishingthe power of magistratesover subjects,fathersover children,masters
over servants, husbands over wives, and lords over slaves in refutation of
Filmer's reduction of the commonwealth to the family in his Patriarchaor
the Natural Power of Kings, much as Aristotlebegan his Politics by distinguishing the rules of statesmen, kings, householders,and mastersin refutation of Plato'sreduction of the republic to the family. Locke sought the
foundations of society in natural powers, whereas Aristotlesought them in
natural relations;Aristotle'srefutation of the reduction of the state to the
family was for the purposeof distinguishingpoliticsfrom economics,whereas
Locke's refutation of that reduction permitted him to assign the name
'property' to "the mutual preservationof lives, liberties, and estates" and
to make the enjoyment of property the end of civil government.
Modernpolitical revolutionshave been economic revolutions,conflicts
of rich and poor, havesand have-nots,in which resolutionshave been sought
in common ownership of the means of production as a stage to the disappearanceof politicsand the witheringaway of law and the state,or in private
ownership of the productsof one's labor as a stage to the extension of rights
from economicto socialand culturalrightsand the witheringaway of divisive
nationalisms in the community of mankind. In the one, dispossessingthe
dispossessorwas the roadto freedomand well-being;in the other,life, liberty,
and the pursuit of happinessbecame a synonym for life, liberty, and property. Among nations, have-not nations came into existence liberated from
imperialismsand colonialism, and seeking to form a third world independent of the worldsof communismand of capitalism.Withinnations,have-not
groups, minorities and majorities,took form to vindicate their economic,
civic, social, and cultural rights. Aristotle'snaturalrelationshave ceased to
be generative principles of interdependent societies, but they have reappeared as principles of opposition in existing men and emerging societies
whose clashing purposesand claims may lead to the formationof equal and
just societies and men. The rejection of Aristotle'sargument that wealth is
not productive is usually on the grounds that he confused economic with
biologicalproductivity,and it is seldomremarkedthat the argumentdepends
on the sense which 'nature'takeson in a practicalscience in which the nature
of a political associationorders and relates the activities of men and communities that function within it and defines and delimits the pursuit and
accumulation of wealth lest unlimited accumulation take precedence over
all other social ends and activities and transformthe political community.
Aristotle'sexposition of the natural relation of master and slave is the
source of the attribution to him of a doctrine no less offensive to modern
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sensibilities and repugnant to accepted opinions than his condemnation of
the art of money-making, chrematistike, the doctrine that some men are
by nature slaves. We have since learned that all men are by nature equal,
but in makingthat discoverywe have abandonedagain Aristotle'sdistinction
between a practical and a theoretic, a political and a psychological, sense
of 'nature.' Aristotlechooses his position in the controversybetween those
who think slavery is naturaland those who think it is contrary to nature by
expounding the nature of the rule of master over slave rather than the individual nature of the slave or the particularscience of the master. For the
productionand use of propertyin the householdor the economy,instruments
of two kinds are needed, inanimate instrumentsof production or making
and animate instrumentsof actionor doing, toolsand materialsthat are used
and workerswho use instrumentsin productionaccording to the directions
of a mastercraftsmanor architecton who relatesmaking to doing. The rule
of masterover slaves has two aspects,an economic aspect, which leads us to
recognize the continued existence of "wage slaves"even after the abolition
of slavery,and a socialaspect,which leadsus to recognizethat in actualsocial
situations there are many slaves who lack the power to make fundamental
decisions bearing on their own welfare or that of the community of which
they are members, and that communities of the unprivileged are formed
on the model or as instances of communities of the dispossessed.
The vocabularyof naturalrelationsin ruling and being ruled supplies
the distinctions of kinds of suppressionin discriminationsbased on race,
nation, religion,age, sex, or any other associationor coexistence.The change
is from naturalgenerative relationsto antagonisticoppositionsin which the
victims of discrimination struggle to achieve equality of individuals, of
groups, and of nations. Paradoxicallythe achievement of equality of men
and of societiesrequirestwo steps,first,the integrationof the underprivileged
group into a group with recognized unity and dignity, and, second, the
reintegration of liberated and established groups in a just and equal functioning of more inclusive associationsand nations in a world community.
In the first step integration and dignity are sometimes sought by 'demonstration,'not in the sense of proving utility or worth, but in the sense of exhibiting and calling attention to injusticeand inequality. In the second step
desegregationand community are sometimessought by assigning"quotas"
according to the number of the disfavored group without considerationof
the abilitiesand functionsrequiredfor the successfuloperationof the larger
inclusive group. Indeed demonstrations at conventions, legislatures, administrative bodies, or internationalorganizationsmay be for the purpose
of impeding their operation,and active participationwith other groupsmay
be for the purpose of changing the functions, the membership, or the constitutionof the inclusivebody. The operationof the societiesof men depends
at once on mutual trustand antagonisticopposition.If one distinguishesthe
political and the moral, the collective and the individual, sensesof 'nature,
some men are by nature slaves in the societies in which they function, but
all men are by nature free and equal in their individual integrity and ac-
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tivities. On the other hand, if the political and social naturesof associations
are reduced to and derived from the physical,biological,and psychological
naturesof individualmen, all men are equal, not in theirpowersand abilities,
but in the rights and freedoms, which they realize in societies, to live, to
satisfy their needs and wants, to form and take care of families and to participate in other associations,to think, to expresstheir thoughtsand feelings,
and to share in the economic and cultural, technological and scientific
achievements of society.
Aristotle'suse of the naturalrelation of father to son for the formative
education of the young for participationin householdsand in other communities was transformedand inverted to add a cultural antagonismof old
and young to the economic antagonismof rich and poor, and the social antagonism of privileged and repressed.Paideia means both education and
culture, both a processand a product, individual and social. The education
of a man in a society is to acquire a comprehensionof the knowledge available and an appreciation of the values esteemed in the society. Cultures
endure and change, and the culture of an age of innovation or revolution
is not found in a body of knowledge and a canon of commitments but in attitudes and abilities which enable men to use what is known to investigate
what is unknownand to turn from representationsto presentations.Tradition
and revolutionare naturalconstituentsin any human association,but society
sometimes functions as a cohesive whole in which different cultural conceptions and aspirationsare adjustedto each other and influence each other,
and cultures,revived, reviewed, or newly imagined, sometimes function to
reorder society and to reform man. The revolt of the young has been generalized from a revolt against parents to a revolt against established forms
of education and all establishments,and from a revolt of children against
their father, as it was in the family as Aristotletreated it, to the revolt of the
generation gap, as it was in the family made into state in the Republic of
Plato, and the revolt of young societies, young states, young ideas, arts, sciences, philosophies, religions, modes of production, and policies of action.
If education in its broadened sense of culture is not the transmissionof the
known and the accustomed, but the formation of artsand abilities to go beyond them, the young are clearlyrightin theircriticismof the establishment,
and the accustomed answer to their criticismsthat they do not yet have the
education requisite to judge what they are taught or to propose changes or
improvementsis inapposite,since such knowledgedoes not exist in the minds
of either young or old and depends on instituting new cultural institutions
and designing new modes of education.
Aristotle'suse of the natural relation of male and female for the generationof childrenand the formationof the family is the sourceof a doctrine,
attributed to him, of the naturalinferiority of women. Here, as in the other
naturalrelations,Aristotledistinguishesbetween the sense of 'nature'proper
to theoretic sciences like physics, biology, and psychology and the sense of
'nature'proper to practicalsciences like politics and ethics. In biology male
and female are members of the same species, and they do not differ in any
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of the biological functions investigatedexcept generation.The terms 'male'
and 'female' occur only in the On the Generation of Animals as the two
principles operating in all generation as form and matter in the semen and
the catamenia;and in the operationof thoseprinciplesAristotlesays,in order
to emphasize the continuity and the difference of the functions, that the
female is an immature or an impotent male. His interpreters,favorableand
unfavorable,generalizesuch statementsto make them apply to all functions,
biological,psychological,and social,of male and female. In the controversies
of his time, Aristotledid not derivethe offspringfrom the spermof the father,
and he did not attributea kind of spermto the mother.He was an epigenecist,
and held that the embryo arisesfrom a series of successive differentiations
from a simple homogeneous mass, anticipating in all its essential features
the doctrine of Harvey. The natural relation of male and female in the
or "political"rule in which
Politics is a relationof rule. It is a "constitutional"
ruler and ruled both participate in ruling and contribute to the generation
of the family, and male differs from female in providing the initiation of
the processof formation. In the Nichomachean Ethics there is no differentiation of male and female virtues,but in the Politics the differentiation of
functions provides a basisfor distinguishingthe virtues of the mother from
the virtues of the father. When political natural relations are reduced to
individual naturalpowers and functions,women are constituteda deprived
group or species, alienated economically, enslaved socially, and curtailed
culturally.
The vocabularyof naturalrelationswhich Aristotleformed to provide
principlesfor the actionsof man and society in the context of natureand the
cosmos has been transformedin meaning and inverted in application to a
vocabulary of existential situationsin which men form antagonisticgroups
which seek by actions and statements to liberate men and to form just societies. The vocabularyof universalnaturalrelationswhich are generative
of moral man and civil society hasbecome a vocabularyof particularnatural
rightsto be acquiredby constitutingsocietiesin which the aspirationsof men
are realized. Natural relations are univocally distinct; natural rights are
ambiguouslyintermingledand analogicallyinterdependent.Economicrights
extend beyond productionand consumptionfor the satisfactionof material
needs and felt wants,basedon economicrelationsof ownershipand property,
to include participationin and enjoymentof whateverhasbeen made or done
by man in society that might contribute to a fuller life and even, in turn, to
protection of nature and the cosmos for the continuationof life and the advancementof well-beingand happiness.Socialrightsextend beyond freedom
of action and cooperation,basedon socialrelationsof workersand supervisors
of work, to include decision making in general, not only concerning one's
own actions and those of othersbut also concerningbeliefs and values, facts
to be accepted and knowledge to be credited; and freedom of choice (the
combination of feeling and knowledge in desiderative reason or rational
desire)is transformedfrom a freedomto do as one shouldin accordancewith
the order of society to a freedom to do as one pleases to achieve individual
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satisfactionin a communitybased on mutual confidencein cooperationwith
other communities moving to a world-community of free and equal men.
Culturalrightsextend beyond educationin and cultivationof what is known
and what is valued,based on culturalrelationsof old and young, teacherand
learner, establishmentsand processesof formation,to the development and
transmissionof arts and disciplines designed to use the known as a basis for
inquiry into the unknown and what is perceived and experienced as a basis
for discerningthe previouslyunperceivedand apprehendingthe previously
unfelt and unappreciated, and to spread, diversify, and deepen culture in
a plurality of cultures and societies which is the community and culture of
mankind. Political rights extend beyond legislative and judicial institutions
for the formation and rectification of economies, societies, and statesbased
on political relations of ruler and ruled grounded in erotic loves and concupiscences,to other formsof love and attachmentincludingcharity(agape)
between God and man, and friendship (philia) between equals who share
without distinctionof mine and thine, and to a world-statewhich will control
and prevent conflicting appealsto force and recourseto war, or to a stateless
world-society without need for domination and law. The naturalrelations
of men provide, in a word, distinct principles for the generation and continuationof the family and for the formationand operationof the household
on which other associationsand communities are based. The naturalrights
of men, on the other hand, are formulatedin universalbills of human rights,
which overlap as expressionsof the single right to live, claimed by existing
men and societies of men, and which set forth and differentiate rights as
objectives to be sought in the development of man and of society and of the
relationsbetween them.
Aristotle made ethics and politics parts of a single science of politics,
but he carefullydistinguishedbetween the scientifictreatmentof the virtues
of man and the institutionsof the state,and he did not reduceethicsto politics
or politics to ethics. The intricate vocabulary in which he made these distinctions has been used to transformvirtues into duties in systems of moral
laws, and to direct political actions to moral ends ordered in a hierarchyof
prioritiesestablishedby the principlesof moral virtue. In the portionof the
science of politics concerned with communities Aristotle distinguished
economics from politics by basing the family and the householdon natural
relationsof men, and by treating the more inclusive communities based on
them as 'natures'priorto and determinativeof the naturesof individualmen
in themselves and in relation to each other. In like fashion, in the portionof
political science concerned with the actions of individual men he sought
groundsfor the examinationand organizationof man'svirtuesin the nature
and operationof his psychologicalfacultiesand by treatingthe virtueswhich
constitute the charactersof men as their 'second natures.'
The faculties of man provide two basic distinctions for the scientific
examinationof moralaction:the distinctionbetween facultieswhich are and
those which are not subject to habituation, since virtues are habits formed
by actions such as they in turn produce, and the distinction between the ir-
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rationalfacultieswhich sharein rationalprincipleswhich form moralvirtues
and character, and rational faculties which have a rational principle and
contribute to the formation of moral virtues. Moralvirtues have two interdependent characteristics:they are determined relative to the passionsand
actions of individual men, and they are determined by universal rational
principles, as a prudent man would determine them. The rationalfaculties
are likewise of two kinds. One is calculative and graspsrational principles
of 'variable things; the other is scientific and grasps rational principles of
invariable things. The calculative faculty is the source of two intellectual
virtues: art, the virtue of making, and prudence, the virtue of doing; the
scientific faculty is the source of the three intellectual virtues of knowing,
the virtues of scientific proof, intuition, and wisdom. Prudence has its applications and exemplifications in the state and in the individual. When it
is concerned with the individual man himself, it is called 'prudence,'but as
man exercises prudence it may be called economics, legislation, or politics;
and politics in turn is divided into deliberativeand judicialprudence.These
basic distinctionsset up univocal differentiationsbetween choice, which is
concernedwith means,and wish, which is concernedwith ends, and between
characterand rationalprinciples,or desireand reason,as the sourcesof virtue.
They have been merged by the reduction of the invariable to the variable
and by the consequent transformationof scientific into calculative virtues.
'Deliberation,''choice,' and 'decision'are no longer limited to things which
are contingentand within our control,but are used alsoto know thingswhich
are variablebut not in our control,and thingswhich are invariantand under
our control, and they have taken over the functions of 'demonstration,''intuition' and 'proof.' Aristotle distinguished arts, prudence, and science as
the intellectual virtues of making, doing, and knowing, but the scientific
analysis of those virtues did not determine the scientific methods of the
productive, practical, and theoretic sciences. We have adapted the vocabularyof thosedistinctionsto reduce intellectualvirtuesand scientificmethods
to moral virtuesby introducingman and his decisionsinto the processesand
the natureof art, policy, and science, and by reconstructingthem according
to the rules and choices of games.
Justice occupies a crucial place in the relationsof man and society, in
the formationand activationof men by societies,and in the constitutionand
operation of societies by men. Aristotleemphasizes the univocal character
of that distinction by remarking that 'justice' is an equivocal term whose
meanings are as far apartas those of 'key' as the collarboneof an animal and
the instrument to lock a door. It is a universalvirtue since a man is formed
in all his virtues by living in accordance with the laws of his society. It is a
particularvirtue since societiesare formed and regulatedby the agreements
and decisionsof men concerningequality.'Justice'is equivocalbecausethere
is no relation between the formation of men by societies and the formation
of societies by men. There are two forms of the particularjustice by which
equality is establishedand maintainedin societies:a distributivejusticewhich
establishesa proportionbetween personsand the functions and possessions
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assigned to them, and a rectificatoryjustice which establishesa proportion
in transactions,voluntaryand involuntary,between man and man, and which
focuses on the characterof injuriesdone without considerationof the charactersof those who injureor are injuredby treatingmen as equal before the
law. This vocabulary of distinctionsbetween justicesin man and in society
now provides a vocabulary by which to deny those distinctions in the recognition of kinds of existing injustices to be rectified. In a time of newly
emerging nations,rectificatoryjusticetakesprecedenceover and determines
distributivejustice,and the antagonisticoppositionsof underprivilegedand
dispossessedgroups in establishednations make use of rectificatory justice
to win assent to new forms of distributivejustice. As a consequence no difference remains between universaland particularjustice, for the virtues of
universaljustice imposed by the establishmentare injusticesto be rectified
when rectificatory justice establishesa new distributivejustice to take the
place of established inequalities and injustices.
Metaphysicsas a science of being and firstprinciplesprovidesprinciples
and causes operative in sciences of man and of society and applicable to
problemsof individualsand communities.Metaphysicsas an art of statement
and action takes its beginnings, its materials, and its motivations, rational
and emotional, from the oppositionsof particularmen and societies. A vocabulary of univocal terms is no less useful in an art of metaphysics than in
a science. A science of first principles fixes their meanings and references
by the scientific methods of the various sciences. An art of grounding one
of two opposed statements or actions or of assimilating them in a more
comprehensive statement or more inclusive action opens up new meanings
and moves to new references. The relation of man and society, as disclosed
by what men say and do, is heuristic in its orientation and concrete in its
foundations. Insight into the relations of persons and communities breaks
the dogmatisms which are the source of antagonisticoppositionsand leads
to revolutions and reformations in the communications and cooperations
of men. It preserves a plurality of cultures by reviving them in statement
and in action in an embracing world culture whose unity is the community
it establishesfor the development and enrichmentof a diversityof cultures.
It finds a basis for the establishmentof justice in existing injusticesin men
and in societies, and in a rectificatory justice which establishesnew distributions of function and propertyin which men seek equality, not in powers
but in rights,and freedom, not in acquisitionbut in activity, in a justsociety
which seeks common realizationsfor individuals and communities, not in
overcoming oppositionsbut in assimilatinginnovations and achievements
in art, science, and policy to each other.

